December 19, 2012

Dear Friends:

As we approach the winter break, the spirit of the season should allow us to enjoy spontaneous joyful moments and also to reflect upon the countless blessings in our lives. At this time of year and in the wake of the recent tragedy in Connecticut, the importance of children, family and friends becomes even more distinct.

I’d like to take this moment to commend and thank members of the school community for their perseverance over the past few weeks and for recognizing the importance of helping others in a time of need. The outpouring of generosity and support from each of our schools toward assisting people in areas harder hit by the recent storm has been unparalleled. The important lessons our students have learned as a result of such an experience are likely to stay with them for life.

In the coming year, we will continue to face opportunities and challenges as individuals, as families, and collectively as a school district. We have accomplished a great deal during the past year and we have a great deal more to accomplish moving forward. With our dedicated staff members and a continued strengthening of the home-school partnership, my belief is that we will maintain and build upon our focus on what is best for our students and community.

During the week upcoming and throughout the new year, continue to give the gifts of time, patience, understanding, and caring to your children and loved ones. These gifts outweigh anything that can be wrapped or tied with a bow.

May your holidays be filled with joy and happiness and may 2013 bring you ongoing success and good fortune. Once again, I thank you all for making Huntington a very special place to learn and work.

Very truly yours,

James W. Polansky
Superintendent of Schools